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RESUMO 

Dois extensos pavimentos de clastos do 
tipo intratill ocorrem em dois níveis estra
tigráficos diferentes, dentro de um único dia
rnictito do Subgrupo Itararé, na parte norte da 
Bacia do Paraná, Brasil. As direções médias de 
estrias dos clastos dos pavimentos inferior e 
superior são, respectivamente, N7SOW e NS. 
Os sentidos dos movimentos da geleira neopa
leozóica associada à formação dos pavimentos 
foram interpretados com base na provável incli
nação a montante, das superfícies superiores bi
seladas de clastos dos pavimentos, o que indi
cou fluxo para o N e NW. O sentido geral 
de movimento da geleira foi, provavelmente, 
para N37OW. 

O estudo pormenorizado de algumas 
características superficiais dos clastos dispersos 
nos diamictitos mostrou que 48% deles exibem 
estrias, a maioria do tipo subparalelo, mais co

mumente orientadas paralelamente aos eixos 
maiores dos clastos. 

A ocorrência dos pavimentos e as feições 
superficiais dos clastos reforçam a interpreta
ção de origem glacial para os sedimentos do 
Subgrupo Itararé na área. As evidências geo
lógicas indicam que essas estruturas ter-se-iam 
formado ao longo de planos de deslizamento 
ou de cizalhamento, dentro de um till basal, 
sob uma geleira em movimento. 

ABSTRACT 

Two extensive intratill boulder pavements 
were identified included at two leveis within 
a single diarnictite horizon of the Late Paleo
zoic Itararé Subgroup, in the northem part of 
the Paraná Basin, Brazil. 

Measurement of striae on cobbles and 
boulders of the lower and upper pavements 
averaged N7SOW and N-S, respectively. In
terpretation of local sense of glacier movement 
was based on the probable upglacier inclina
tion of the upper plane surface of clasts in the 
pavements, which indicate flows towards N and 
NW. The general sense of movement was 
interpreted to have been towards N37OW. 
A detailed study of surface characteristics 
of clasts disper~d in the diarnictites showed 
that up to 48% of the clasts are striate, mostly 
in the subparallel fashion. The striae are most 
common1y oriented parallel with the largest a
xes of the clasts. 

A general glacial mode of origin already 
established for sediments of the Itararé Sub
group in the Paraná Basin is reinforced by 
the occurrence of the boulder pavements and 
fe ature s of diarnictite clasts. The available 
geological evidences on the origin of the pave
ments indicate that they may have been formec1 
along shear planes inside a basal till. 
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Figo I. Location of the ,tudied and summariscd data on sens{" of iccotlowo 
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INTRODUCTION 

Determinations of sense of Late Paleozoic 

(Gondwana) ice-flow in eastem Paraná Basin 

has been mostly based oÍl orientation of folds 

atributed to ice-pushing (Martin, 1961) and 

paleocurrents studies of beds associated to the 

diamictites (Bigarella et al. , 1967 ; Frakes et 

aI., 1969). Deductions based on structures 

or features directly related to the movement 

of g1aciers, as striae on pavements (Almeida , 

1948; Amaral, 1965; Bigarella et al ., 1967), or 

on boulder pavements (Rocha-Campos et alii., 

1968, 1969; Frakes et al ., 1969), elongation 

of streanuine molded forms (Rocha-Campos et 

alii., 1968), etc., which are generally consi

dered as more reliable indicators are still unsuf

ficient, especially taking into account the lar

ge extension of the Itararé Subgroup outcrops. 

Although, as shown by Rocha-Campos (1967) 

and Frakes et al. (1969), both approaches 

yelded grossly similar results , indicating gene-

ral sense of ice-flow towards north and north

west, further studies of ice-flow de rived featu

res combined with facies analysis are needed, 

to obtain a detailed paleogeographic picture of 

the Late Paleozoic g1aciation , particularly its 

geographical and stratigraphical variations in 

pattem. These studies may be useful to depict 

number and distribution of the different 

glacial lobes and source areas during the long 

Late Paleozoic glacial interval in the Paraná Ba

sino 
The purpose of this note is to descripe 

structures inden tified as glacial boulder pave

ments incIuded within a single diamictite hori

zon in central-eastem São Paulo State and 

to discuss problems related to the interpre

tation of the sense of Late Paleozoic ice-flow 

in the area. Identification of these structure 

bears also on the discrimination of local facies 

of the diarnictites. 

STRA TIGRAPHY 

Strata and structures described below 

belong to the middle part of the Late Paleozoic 

Itararé Subgroup in central-eastem São Paulo 

State, outcropping on two parallel faces of 

a road cu t of h igh way SP - 10 I, be tween Icms 

35 and 36 (Fig. I). The following description 

is based on the southem face of the cut which 
is more easily accessible . 

The local section (Fig. 2) is made up 
(from base to top) of sandy or silty, yellowish
-greenish matrix diarnictite, up to 5 meters 

thick, intercalated with several large or small, 
lenticular, elongated bodies of fine to medium 
or coarse grained, feldspathic sandstone. often 

pebbly. Clasts in the lower diamictite 
are relatively rare; their characteristics and 

composition are synthetized in Tables I and 2. 

Several large , elongated sandstones interbeds 

at the upper part of the diamictite vary in thic

kness in a pinch-and-swell manner and are disr

rupted and deformed. Some of the smaller 

sandstone lenses have apparently resulted from 

the fragmentation of the larger bodies. At least 
one large,cross-bedded sandstone body is chan

nel-like in cross-section and shows a thin, 
wavy stratification . A large, lenticular, coarse, 
bad1y sorted, massive, feldspathic sandstone 

body , locally pebbly, at the top of the lower 

diamictite, is unconformably overlain by 
an upper diamictite bed. Surface of unconfor

mity shows only minor irregularities and at 
several places the upper surface of sandstone 
bears a faint lineation , probably due to soft 

sediment deformation, as drag lines oriented 
according to N5 0 W. 

The upper diarnictite is yellowish-gree

nish, silty matrix, mostly megascopicaly mas-
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sive and homogenous. Maximum thickness ex
posed is about 5 meters. Clasts are relatively 
common widespread within the matrix and 
are a1so concentrated a10ng two horizons 
forming two elast pavements. Lithology of 
elasts and some of their surface characteristics 
are shown on Tables I and 2. 

LITHOLOGIES Lower 
Diarnictite 

RED OR VIOLET ARKOSE 4.3 

QUARTZITE 39.1 

RED OR VIOLET QUARTZITE 2. 2 

METARENITE 15.2 

GNEISS -

SCHIST 10.9 

VERY FINl- QUARTZITE (OR CHERT 4.3 

SANDSTONE 8.7 

RED SIL TSTONE -

META SILTSTONE 2.2 

GRANITE 10.9 

METADIABASE -

METAVOLCANICS -

MET ACONGLOMERA TE -

PHYLLlTE 2.2 

PEGMATlTE -

VEIN QUARTZ --

QUARTZ PORPHYRY -

DESCRIPTION OF THE CLAST PA VEMENTS 

Reconstruction of the structures descri
bed below as planar and horizontal (or pave
ments) is based on their characteristics exarni
ned on the parallel faces of the road cut about 
20 meters apart. They are better exposed a10ng 

UPPER DIAMICTlTE 

Below Lower Between Upper Above 
Lower Pav. Pav. Pavems. Pav. Upper Pav. 

26.0 2.0 12.0 18.6 44.0 

18.6 10.2 7.0 7.2 29.4 

7.3 24.5 19.0 9.3 -
12.5 6.1 25.0 9.3 1.5 

6.3 8.2 4.0 1.0 7.4 

4.2 6.1 15.0 3.1 2.9 

1.0 2.0 1.0 3.1 11.8 

- _. - - 1.5 

- - 1.0 - -

- - 3.0 - -

15.6 36.7 6.0 41.2 -

4.2 4.1 3.0 1.0 -

3.1 - 2.0 - -

- - - 3.1 -

- - - 2.1 -

- - - 1.0 -

- - 1.0 - -

- -- \.0 - -

Table 1. Lithology of c1asts of the two diarnictites at Capivari (457 c1asts). 
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the southern face of the cut. which will mainly 

serve as a basis for the description (Fig.2). 

The upper alignement can be followed 
for at least 80 meters, fram the northeastern 
extremity of the outcrop to about 1/4 of 
its entire lenght , being truncated by the pre
sent surface of the terrain. The a1ignement 
is astonishingJy retilinear in vertical view and 
formed by more or less densely disposed 
pe bbles, cobbles and boulders. Vertical dis
persion is minimum (Iess than 1/2 meter) 
and irregular horizontal concentrations of 
cJasts incJude imbrications. 

The lower a1ignement, essentially parallel 
to the first, occurs two meters below and is 
exposed a10ng at least 60 meters on the south
western road cut, starting a few meters befo
re the southwestern extremity of the upper 
a1ignemen t. to about the middle part of the 
cut. Except for the wider horizontal discon
tinuities and higher vertical dispersion, chara
cteristics of the lower a1ignement are coin
cident with those of the upper one. 

Closer examination of clasts a10ng the 

two a1ignements on both road cuts revealed 
that many present an upper plane or faceted 
surface, rnostIy incJined towards south. They 

generally bear subparallel or some times grid 
type striae (Wentworth, 1936), the first gene
raJIy paraJIel to the long axes of clasts of the 
pavement, which a1so tend to be parallel. 
Measurement of striae on 48 cobbles and 
boulders of the upper a1ignement and 13 in 
the lower, averaged N - S and N75OW, respecti· 
vely (Fig. 3). 

ORIGIN OF THE CLAST PAVEMENTS 

Boulder pavements are flat-Iying layers 
of clasts ranging fram pebbles to boulders 
which occur between tills (intertill pavements), 

or inside a single till unit (intratill pavements, 
Dreimanis, in press). The upper surfaces of the 
c1asts are beveled and contain striae oriented in 
il parallel fashion (Flin t, 1957, 1961; Dreimanis 
et ai., 1953, Dreimanis, in press). Intertill pave
ments may be part of the lower till, as demons
trated by examples where the c1asts lithology 
of both are similar, but may a1so belong to 
the overlying till, in cases where the older 

LLVHS Total TYPE or STRIAE ORIENTATlON OF STRIAE 

'1.. Striate Parallel Subpar. Gnd Scatter Parallcl Oblique Perpend. Indet. 
ABOVE UPPLR 4H.1J 6. 1 1\7.9 6.1 - 72. 7 9. 1 9.1 9.1 
PAVEMENl 

.- f----.---~. 

BETWl.EN 
PAVEMENT<; 17.0 29.4 1\2.4 - 5.1\ 1\2.4 17.6 17 .6 -

Bl:.LOW LOWER 
PA-VEMFN '1 39.0 5.3 86.8 7.9 - 84 . 2 2.6 13.2 

-- ---- - ---- --t----

LOWFR DIAM. 26.0 8.3 83.3 8.3 .- 66 .7 16.7 8.3 H.J 

Table 2. Type and disposition ofqriat> on 310 c1ast~ ofthe two diamictites at Capivari. Explanation ' parai lei • < 
45 0 of longer axis: oblí4UC: ± 45 0 or longer axis; perpendicular: = ± 900 or longer axi,. indetcrminate 
chaotic: type of striae according to Wentworth (1936). Percentages may be above 100 bCl.ause more than 
one typc or striae with di tTercnt disposition oecur on the same e1ast. 
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sediments do not contain cJasts (Dreimanis. 

in press). 

The first variety of intertill boulder 

pavements are thought to represent lag concen

trates due to various processes of surface ero

sion of an older tilI, followed by rejuvenation 

of the glacier which is responsible for the reo
rientation of cJasts, beveling of the lower tiH 

and regular striation on the cJasts (Flint, 

1957, 1961; Dreimanis, in press). According 

to Flin t (1957) the rejuvenation may or may 

not be associa te to an intervening deglaciation 
period. 

Interpretation of the genesis of the other 

two types involves some difficulties. They are 
generally supposed to be formed by processes 

related to "changes in the dynamics of a 

moving glacier" (Dreimanis, in press) which 

may incJude plastering of a tiH by p1anation 

or shearing of higher and faster moving debris 

be10w a flowing glacier (Holmes, 1941 ; Dreima

rlis et al ., 1953), and selective englacial ar sub-

Fig. 3. General view of upper boulder pavement on southem face of road cul. 

glacial erosion of finer particJes around larger 

cJasts, which remain fixed as a pavement 

(Dreimanis et al .. 1953). There are at least 

empirical geological evidences for the occurren
ce of single or multiple slipI'age or shearing pla
nes inside a basal tlll under a moving g1acier, 

as demonstrated by the beveled upper surfa

ces of cJasts of pavements bearing polishing, 

parallel striae, grooves and some times even 
crescentic marks (Dreimanis et al., 1953 ; Fra
kes et alii., 1966; Rocha Campos et alü ., 1968, 

1969). This mechanism is, however, difficult 

to conciliate entirely with proposed models 

of sedimentation below moving continental 

glacier~ (see Carev ef a!.. 1961 . p . 877-880). 
In spite of the present difficulties to 

explain the origin of some pavements, they 

are very significant paleocJimatological indi
cators, since no other process than g1aciation 
is know to be able to produce concentration 
of cJasts with the peculiar features described 
above . Houlder pavements are also useful 
in deciphering the direction of local flow 

of ice during deposition of the overlying till 

(Dreimanis et al .. 1953~ Elson 1957). 

Clast pavemcnts associated to Late Pa

leozoic (G ondwana) glacial sedime nts, coinci
dient with the first ans third variety of boulder 
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Fig. 4. Dctail of upper bould.:r pavement showing four large cJast~ with plane upper surfaces. 

pavemen ts have been reported previously in 
the litterature from Antarctica (Frakes et alii., 
1 %6, 1971), Brazil (Rocha-Campos et alii ., 

1968, 1969; Frakes et ai., 1969). Africa (Fra
kes et ai., 1970; Crowell et ai., 1972 ; Rocha
-Campos, 1976) and Australia (Crowell et 
ai., 1971). 

In the case of structures and strata here 
discussed, a general glacial environment of 
deposition of the Itararé Subgroup is now 
firmly established, as well as, its regional 
facies and paleogeography (Leinz, 1937; 
Rocha-Campos, 1967; Frakes et ai., 1969, 
etc.). The two elast pavements at Capivari 
have aJl the essential features of intratill boul
der pavements; judging from their dimensions 

in outcrop they may represent two of the most 
extensive structures of this type so far reported 
in pre-Pleistocene deposits. Their identifica
tion indicates lhat lhe envelopping diamictite 
at Capivari represents a former glacial drift 
deposited as till by the Late Paleozoic glaciers, 
most probably in lhe terrestrial enviroment. 
According to Dreimanis, in press, lhe intratill 
variety of pavements is associated to basal 
till. 

CHARACTERISTlCS OF CLASTS 

A detailed study of lithology and of 

surface features of elasts of the local diamicti
tes was attempted for the following purposes: 
a) to identify the lithology of elasts from the 
lower and upper diamictites and at the different 

leveis of the upper one; b) to determine the 
presence of striae and other features usually 
considered as evidence of glacial action, their 
types (Wentworth, 1936), and distribution 

in relation to characteristics of elasts in the two 
diamictites, and at the different horizons 
within the upper diamictite (boulder pavements 
and intermediate zones). The two \ines of in
vestigation could fumish evidences towards 
the understanding of the origin of the diamicti
tes, mechanisms of deposition and of the ge
nesis of the boulder pavements. Additionally, 
they could be useful to understand the prove
nance of the sediments. In spite of speciaI 
c are taken during field work, the variable 
state of weathering of the different Iithologies 
sampled, plus the erosion at the top of the out
crop caused some defficiency in the samp\ing. 

In order to compare more quantitatively 
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the composition of clasts at the different leveis, 
a cluster analysis was run on basis of the data 
of Table 1. Results obtained indicated closer 
correlation (above 50%) arnong sarnples derived 
from the two pavements and of leveis below 
the upper and lower pavements, being thus 
consistent with the intetpretation of the clasts 
as concentrates from envelopping matrix. Two 
sarnples, one from the uppermost leveI ofthe 
upper diamictite, above the upper pavement 
and the other from the lower diamictite, sho
wed poorer correlation (less than 50%) with 
the first group. Inadequate sarnpling at the up
permost levei of the upper diamictite, due to 

selective weathering and/or erosion at the top 

of the outcrop may explain the results obtai
ned for the first sarnple. With regard to the 
clasts from the lower diamictite, their relative 
lesser correlation may be due to slight differen
ce in the composition of its source area. Quali
tatively, inspection of Table 1 shows a predo
minance of metarnorphic types arnong the 
clasts of the lower diamictite. 

As discussed below, the directional dat" 
on icemovement during deposition of the local 
diamictites indicate that they carne from 
areas towards the southeastem, probably from 
the Precarnbrian shield, and this is consistent 
with the general composition of clasts analy
sed (Table I). Larger exposures of red or violet 
quartzites are, however, presently unknown in 
the crystalline basement. 

Results exhibited on Table 2, based on 
exarnination of 310 clasts, are close comparable 
with those obtained by Wentworth (1936) in a 
study of shapes and surface features of Pleisto
cene till clasts. The predominant striae pattem 
is subparallel, usually parallel to longer axes of 
elongated clasts. Other types found are grid 
(and/or possibly scatter), followed closely 
by the parallel pattem. The subparallel, grid 
and scatter varities are usually considered as 
glacial cri teria, while the parallel type is not 
considered 
frequently 
(Frakes et 

as unequivocal, since they occur 
associated to tectonic activity 

ai., 1969). The parallel disposition 

of striae with regard to long axes of elongated 
clasts suggests that these were transported thro
ugh sliding inside the original till, most proba
bly parallel with the flow of the sediment 
(Wentworth, 1936; Holmes, 1941). 

SENSE OF MOVEMENT OF LATE P ALEO
ZOIC GLACIERS IN THE AREA 

Figs. 3 A and B summarize results of 
measurements of orientation of striae on top of 
clasts of the two parallel boulder pavements. 
The lower one, based on 13 clasts, shows a 
maxirnum in the northwest-southeast ~irection, 
while the upper yelded a maxirnum oriented 
in the north-south direction. Deterrnination 
of sense of ice movement in each case was ba
sed on the probable upglacier inclination of 
the upper faceted ends of clasts. They are 
mostly inclined towards south and the senses 
of movements must have been towards north. 
Other possible indicators of sense of flow, as 
imbrication of clasts, train of fragments (Frakes 
et alü., 1966), seemed less reliable, or could 
not be used locally. 

This situation reveals that direction of 
shearing over two different planes, within a 
single till unit, only two meters apart from 
each other, may differ substantially, in the 
present case of about 750 , possibly due to 
heterogeneities inside the till mass. 

The general sense of glacier movement 
during deposition of the upper diarnictite is 
interpreted to have been according to N370W 
(average of the two sets of striae). In view, ho
wever, of the orientation of drag-lines on top 
the underlying sandstone (N5 0 W), the main 
movement may have occurred according to this 
direction, thus coinciding better with one set 
of striae. Deductions of direction of ice-flow 
on basis of only a few measurements may thus 
be complex, even when associated with indi
cators as reliable as the boulder pavements and 
the general geological context should be exa
mined. 
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The inferred glacial history of the area 
may be synthetized as follows: a) deposition of 

the lower diamicton as till; deforrnation of san

dstone interbeds may indicate some post-depo

sition mass movement which caused disruption 

of the included sand bodies. Reworking of the 

former diamicton by flowing melting water 

may have occurred possibly associated to a de

glaciation period; b) rejuvenation of the g1acia
tion with deposition of the upper dianúctite as 

a basal till; erosion of the underlying sediments 

occurred while they were stilI in the hydro

plastic state, as demonstrated by the drag

\ines on top of the sandstone. Part or alI de
forrnation of the sandstone interbeds in the 

lower diamictite could be, alternatively, due to 

flow of. ove rlying ice . Forrnation of the two 

boulder pavements occurred probably simul
taneously, along shear planes developed on 

basal till by the flow of the younger glacier 

above it. 
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